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Abstract
It has been claimed that Dirac gaugino masses are necessary for realistic models
of low-scale supersymmetry breaking, and yet very little attention has been paid
to the phenomenology of a light gravitino when gauginos have Dirac masses. We
begin to address this deficit by investigating the couplings and phenomenology of
the gravitino in the effective Lagrangian approach. We pay particular attention to
the phenomenology of the scalar octets, where new decay channels open up. This
leads us to propose a new simplified effective scenario including only light gluinos,
sgluons and gravitinos, allowing the squarks to be heavy – with the possible
exception of the third generation. Finally, we comment on the application of our
results to Fake Split Supersymmetry.
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1 Introduction
The non-observation of supersymmetric particles so far, has cast doubts on our ex-
pectations for a solution of the hierarchy problem within the standard realizations of
supersymmetry (SUSY). One direction beyond minimality that has received much in-
terest in the recent years is to consider models where the SUSY breaking scale is in
the multi-TeV range [1–10]. Indeed, although there are increasingly stringent bounds
on superpartners from LHC, a low scale of SUSY breaking can actually help reduce
fine-tuning, as it is associated with a low cutoff for the effective supersymmetric theory
so that there are no large effects from renormalisation-group running of SUSY breaking
parameters over different energy scales.
Lowering the SUSY breaking scale to the multi-TeV range has several important
consequences. First, the gravitino in these models is within the milli-eV range, intro-
ducing a new ultralight fermionic degree of freedom in the low energy theory. Accord-
ing to the high-energy equivalence theorem [11], at LHC energies gravitino dynamics
are dominated by the goldstino longitudinal component. Therefore we can use this
spin-1/2 fermionic field to describe gravitino interactions with the rest of the fields.
Second, the Higgs sector is modified in a way that alleviates the little hierarchy prob-
lem [7,9]. Third, since the cutoff scale is low, higher-dimensional effective operators can
introduce interesting phenomenological effects such as contributions to h → γγ/γZ,
gg → h, wrong-Higgs Yukawa couplings, monophoton+MET signals and four-femion
contact interactions [7, 10]. Fourth, while in principle it is possible to write down an
effective theory with Majorana gauginos and SUSY broken at a low scale, in practice
it is very difficult to construct an explicit model where the Majorana masses are not
unacceptably small. Model building aspects of low-scale SUSY breaking suggest that
the gauginos should be of Dirac type [12,13].
This last consequence has many far reaching implications for the phenomenology
of low-scale breaking models which have received very little attention so far in the
literature, with the exception of [13, 14] (in the context of brane-worlds). On the
other hand, conventional signatures of Dirac gauginos are attracting much attention,
see for example [14–56]. The supersymmetric multiplets that need to be added in
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order to make the gauginos Dirac include scalar fields in the adjoint representation of
the gauge groups, and the potential of detecting some of these particles, in particular
the colour octets, has been extensively investigated in the literature [24, 26, 57–60] as
well as their effect on the scalar potential and the Higgs sector of the theory [27, 36,
38, 48, 54, 55]. However, in the presence of gravitino interactions we expect that the
experimental signatures of the adjoints will be modified. Furthermore, Dirac gauginos
have modified interactions with gravitinos compared to the standard interactions of
Majorana gauginos. This implies that the limits and studies of such models should be
revisited.
The goal of this paper is to study these effects and highlight the interesting features
for future LHC phenomenological studies. In section 2 we use effective field theory
to construct the general expression of the couplings of the goldstino to the adjoint
multiplets and we discuss the new physics that these couplings introduce with respect
to the Majorana case. In section 3 we compute the widths of the various decay modes
of the colour octet scalars, quantifying the significance of the decay modes that appear
in presence of the light gravitinos. Outside the restriction of low-scale SUSY breaking,
in section 4 we describe how the decays of gluinos to gravitinos are modified in the
limit of heavy squarks and when gauginos have both Majorana and Dirac masses, as
in the context of Fake Split SUSY [61,62].
2 Goldstino couplings with Dirac gauginos
In a supersymmetric gauge theory with Dirac gauginos, spontaneous breaking of su-
persymmetry induces couplings of the massive gravitino to all fields, including the new
degrees of freedom that are required in order to attribute Dirac masses to the gaug-
inos. According to the supersymmetric equivalence theorem [11], in the high energy
limit (E  mG) the dynamics of the gravitino are dominated by the dynamics of
its goldstino longitudinal component. In a low-energy effective Lagrangian with all
superpartners integrated out, the goldstino couplings to SM fields consist of a set of
universal, model-independent terms and the details of the microscopic theory account
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only for the determination of the coefficients of certain model-dependent terms, such
as an effective dimension-8 coupling between two goldstinos and two fermions [3]. If
we are interested in collider signatures of the full theory, then we need to retain (some
of) the superpartners, such as in the approach of nonlinear MSSM [7–9].
The general expression of goldstino couplings can be obtained within the superfield
formalism by use of a “goldstino” superfield X = φX +
√
2θψX + θθFX . The dynamics
of the goldstino multiplet can be parametrised in terms of an effective Polonyi model:
LX =
∫
d4θ
(
1− m
2
X
4f 2
X†X
)
X†X +
(∫
d2θfX + h.c.
)
. (1)
The goldstino field ψX will not be the true goldstino of the theory once we include
couplings to matter, but it will ultimately mix with other fermions. Furthermore, in
the limit of large sgoldstino mass mX , we can integrate this scalar out which amounts
to setting φX =
ψXψX
2FX
. This may not be necessary, but we should bear in mind that
the dynamics of the scalar φX is equivalent to second order in the goldstino couplings.
The Dirac gaugino mass operator in this language is given by
LDirac = mD√
2f 2
∫
d4θ X†DαXW aαΣ
a = − mD
4
√
2f 2
∫
d2θ D
2
Dα(X†X)W aαΣ
a , (2)
where W aα = λ
a
α + D
aθα + ..., is a gauge field strength with gauge index a and Σ
a =
Σa +
√
2θχaΣ + θθF
a
Σ an adjoint chiral superfield. In the case of an abelian gauge
group, this will be a singlet superfield S(S, χS, FS). Defining mD = |mD|eiφD , SR ≡
1√
2
(eiφDS + e−iφDS) and SI ≡ − i√2(eiφDS − e−iφDS), the component expansion of eq.
4
(2) up to second order in the goldstino delivers
LDirac = 2|mD|DSR + |mD|
f 2
[
− iDSR(∂µψXσµψX − ψXσµ∂µψX)
+
1
2
SIFµν
µνρλ(ψXσλ∂ρψX − ψXσλ∂ρψX) + SRFµν(ψXσµ∂νψX − ψXσµ∂νψX)
]
+
[
mD
f 2
(
− |FX |2λχ+ F †X ψXλFS + Siλασµαβ˙∂µ(FXψ
β˙
X)
+ iSF †Xψ
α
Xσ
µ
αα˙Dµλ
α˙ − 1√
2
ψXχF
†
XD +
i
2
√
2
F †Xψ
α
X(σ
µσν)βαFµνχβ
+ i(χσµ∂µψX)ψXλ− i χ∂µψX λσµψX
)
+ h.c.
]
. (3)
We observe that there are several differences with respect to the Majorana operator:
(a) The sgoldstino does not enter at this order. Sgoldstino couplings always appear
with at least one goldstino and in the limit φX → ψXψX2FX , this means that φX
contributes at third order in goldstinos and beyond.
(b) A vacuum expectation value for the adjoint scalar vS ≡ 〈SR〉 induces kinetic mixing
between the goldstino and the gaugino
L ⊃ −
√
2mDvS
f
[
iλσµ∂µψX + iψXσ
µDµλ
]
. (4)
We discuss how this is removed by a supersymmetric field redefinition in the next
subsection.
(c) The Dirac operator contains a coupling of two goldstinos to a gauge boson and the
corresponding adjoint scalar. For a light enough scalar, this brings phenomenolog-
ical signatures that are absent in the Majorana case. Furthermore, if this scalar
acquires a vacuum expectation value, it apparently introduces a coupling between
two goldstinos and a gauge boson which, by general considerations of goldstino
Lagrangian constructions [1, 2, 5], is expected to be absent.
Dirac gauginos in the MSSM are accommodated by including three new adjoint
chiral superfields: a singlet S for the U(1), a triplet
−→
T for the SU(2)L and an octet O
5
for the SU(3)c gauge group. Then, apart from the Dirac mass operators of each gauge
group, there can exist renormalisable couplings between the electroweak adjoints and
the Higgs multiplets. The full effective Lagrangian that will be considered in this paper
is given in appendix A.
Before moving to section 3 and the study of the phenomenological implications
of the new couplings of eq. (2), in the following subsection we clarify the apparent
modification of the coupling of a goldstino to a Z-boson and a photon.
2.1 Goldstino coupling to electroweak gauge bosons
The vacuum expectation value of the adjoint scalar (in MSSM, the singlet and the
neutral triplet) in the Dirac operator (2), induces an effective Fayet - Iliopoulos term:
LFI = −mDvS
8f 2
∫
d2θ D
2
Dα(XX)Wα + h.c. . (5)
This term contains a derivative coupling of two fermions ψX to the field strength of a
gauge boson,
LFI ⊃ mDvS
f 2
ψXσ
νψX∂
µFµν , (6)
which could apparently modify the coupling of the Z-boson or the photon to two
goldstinos. Such a term is only permitted in the case of a theory with massive gauge
bosons, and then the coupling should be of strength [1, 2, 5, 8]:
L ⊃〈D〉
2f 2
m2AψXσ
νψXAν ↔
〈D〉
2f 2
ψXσ
νψX∂
µFµν (7)
which begs the question: now that the D-term is modified by the expectation value for
vS and the Dirac mass term,
〈D〉 = −2mDvS + ... , (8)
what is the D-term that should enter in (7)? Since the low-energy effective theory of
the gauge bosons, the Higgs fields and the goldstino should be independent of whether
6
we have added Dirac mass terms for the gauginos or not, we expect that the coupling is
not modified in the extended theory. Indeed, one way to illustrate this, is by performing
a supersymmetric field redefinition. Let us consider the U(1) gauge terms3:
L = LX +
(∫
d2θ
1
4
WαWα +
M
2f
XWαWα − m
2
8f 2
D
2
Dα(X†X)Wα + h.c.
)
(9)
where Wα is an abelian field strength, and perform the following superfield redefinition
V →V − m
2
f 2
X†X ,
Wα →Wα + m
2
4f 2
D
2
Dα(X†X) . (10)
At the component level, this is
Fµν → Fµν + m
2
f 2
[
∂µ(ψXσνψX + 2ix
†∂νx)− ∂ν(ψXσµψX + 2ix†∂µx)
]
,
λ→ λ+
√
2m2
f
ψX +
√
2im2
f 2
(ψXσ)
α∂µx ,
D → D − 2m2 + im
2
f 2
(∂µψXσµψX − ψXσµ∂µψX)−
2m2
f 2
|∂µx|2 . (11)
The superpotential terms of the redefined Lagrangian are
L′W =
∫
d2θ
1
4
WαWα +
M
2f
XWαWα +
Mm2
4f 3
XWαD
2
Dα(X
†X)
− m
4
64f 4
[
D
2
Dα(X
†X)
]2
+
Mm4
32f 5
X
[
D
2
Dα(X
†X)
]2
+ h.c. . (12)
In the new basis, the gaugino and the goldstino have diagonal kinetic terms (in the
original basis there is kinetic mixing), the shift by 2m4 in the vacuum energy is made
explicit (in the original basis it appears through the D-terms) and the coupling (6)
between two goldstinos and a gauge boson has been redefined away, and replaced with
higher-derivative four-fermion couplings, while the D-term that appears in the coupling
(7) does not contain a contribution (8) proportional to the Dirac gaugino mass.
We thus conclude that the coupling of a goldstino to electroweak gauge bosons is
3For the case of SU(2) we must perform a non-gauge-invariant shift.
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not modified in the extended theory where the gauginos acquire Dirac masses.
3 Collider phenomenology
Since the mass of the gravitino is related to the SUSY breaking scale, phenomenological
studies of low-scale SUSY breaking at colliders are based on searches for signals related
to ultralight gravitinos. Gravitino production has been extensively studied in the past,
following two main approaches:
1. Consider all supersymmetric particles to be heavy and integrate them out, leaving
only the SM fields and the gravitino. Place limits on
√
f from the resulting
higher-dimensional operators.
2. Make assumptions about the spectrum of superpartners and place limits on
√
f
as a function of their masses.
Clearly the first approach above is model-independent; for example [6] identified the ef-
fective higher-dimensional operators which generate monojet/monophoton signals and
have universal coefficients. In this approach the nature of the supersymmetric spec-
trum is irrelevant: in particular, the results do not change whether we have Dirac
or Majorana gauginos provided that the assumption that we can safely decouple the
spectrum is justified. In this approach, the relevant process is direct gravitino pair
production via an effective interaction of two partons and two gravitinos. The main
signal is either monojet or monophoton from initial state radiation. However, the cur-
rent bound of
√
f > 240 GeV from monophoton events at LEP [63] is too low to justify
this approach, when considered in conjunction with LHC search bounds for squarks
and gluinos: it is somewhat perverse from a model-building perspective to assume that
the superpartners are so much heavier than
√
f . We are then obliged to pass to the
second approach, for which all studies so far have assumed Majorana gauginos; in this
case current limits for light squarks give
√
f & 640 GeV [64].
As we mentioned in the introduction, the gauginos of supersymmetric theories with
a multi-TeV SUSY breaking scale are expected to acquire Dirac instead of Majorana
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masses. This implies that searches along the lines of [64] should be reconsidered. In
this section we wish to highlight the main features of the novel phenomenology, while
we leave the full phenomenological treatment for future work.
Among the new particles of the extended theory, the sgluon, the scalar octet part-
ner of the gluino adjoint fermion, plays a central role. The mass of this particle is
expected to be of the order the SUSY breaking scale4 but in principle in can be even
lighter than the gluino, as its current experimental bound is at 800 GeV [58]. It is
the phenomenology of these particles that we would like to examine. In particular, we
propose an additional option for light gravitino studies which is somewhere between
options 1 and 2 above:
1.5. Consider the effective theory of sgluons, gluinos and gravitinos, integrating out
the squarks (except for perhaps the third generation).
The properties of the sgluons have been considered outside the context of low-scale
SUSY breaking in [24,26]. The main production process for these particles at the LHC
is a tree level pair production via annihilation of two gluons, and indeed, the current
experimental bound on its mass comes from searches for pair production where each
sgluon decays to quark pairs. Much rarer single sgluon production can also occur, from
pairs of gluons and quarks induced via a loop of squarks and gluinos. If kinematically
allowed, the sgluon will decay predominantly via tree-level interactions to a pair of
squarks or gluinos, and if not, the sgluon may decay to a pair of quarks or gluons via
the same loop process mentioned above. Hence, pair production leads to signals with
four or more jets, while single sgluon production has been typically assumed to lead to
dijet production.
For a low enough SUSY breaking scale, the presence of the almost massless gravitino
can dramatically change the phenomenology of a light sgluon. In particular, apart from
the standard decay channels, the sgluon also decays to a pair of gravitinos and a gluon
(GGg), leading to signals with fewer jets. Furthermore, if the lighter of the two sgluon
4In explicit low-scale models the adjoint multiplet Σ couples to the SUSY-breaking sector via
a coupling W ⊃ λΣΣJ2 [25] where λΣ should be large in order to generate large Dirac gaugino
masses [12]; this then leads to the adjoint scalars having masses of order the scale of the SUSY-
breaking dynamics if λΣ takes its maximal value.
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mass eigenstates has a mass that is smaller than that of the squarks and gluinos,
the tree-level decay to GGg competes only with the loop-induced decay to two tops,
thereby making the novel decay channel competitive even for a relatively high SUSY
breaking scale.
Let us now compare the standard theory of Majorana gluinos with our extended
theory of Dirac gluinos and sgluons. The effective theory of Majorana gluinos and
gravitinos leads either to associated gravitino production, where one gravitino is pro-
duced in asssociation with one gluino which then decays to a gluon and a gravitino,
or to indirect gravitino production, where two gluinos are produced and then decay to
two gluons and two gravitinos. Since the gluino is the NLSP, the branching ratio of
the tree level decay to gluon plus goldstino is close to 1. At leading order, the first
process produces monojet events while the second produces dijet events. If initial and
final state radiation are taken into account, both processes lead to multijet events with
possibly one or two hard jets.
Once the effective theory is extended to that of Dirac gluinos, sgluons and graviti-
nos, new processes need to be considered in addition to the picture above. In particular,
monojet events are produced not only by associated gravitino production but also by
single sgluon production which subsequently decays to two gravitinos and a gluon.
Dijet events are produced not only by gluino pair production but also by sgluon pair
production, where again each sgluon decays to GGg. In the limit where the light sgluon
is lighter than the gluino and the squarks, it decays mainly to GGg at tree level and to
two tops at one loop level. If the branching ratio of the light sgluon to GGg is bigger
than that to two top quarks, the effects of these new processes can be significant.
In the following we will study in detail the sgluon couplings and decay channels,
compare their branching ratios and quantify their importance for monojet and multijet
events.
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3.1 Conventional couplings and decays of a sgluon
The mass terms of the scalar octet are given by
LMO = −m2O|Oa|2 −
1
2
(BOO
aOa + h.c.)− (mDOa +m∗DOa∗)2
= −m˜2O|Oa|2 −
1
2
(B˜OO
aOa + h.c.) , (13)
where m˜2O = m
2
O + 2|mD|2 and B˜O = BO + 2m2D. The two mass eigenstates are then
Oa1 =
1√
2
(
e
i
2
φB˜Oa + e−
i
2
φB˜Oa∗
)
, Oa2 = −
i√
2
(
e
i
2
φB˜Oa − e− i2φB˜Oa∗
)
, (14)
with M2O1,2 = m˜
2
O ± |B˜O|.
In the following we present the decay rates of the two sgluons and we compare them
with the novel decay to a pair of gravitinos and a gluon.
Sgluons decaying to squarks
The sgluon couples to squarks via the D-term in (we take mD without loss of generality
to be real – otherwise we simply rotate the phase of mD into φO)
L ⊃ −
∫
d2θ
mD
4
√
2f 2
D
2
Dα(X†X)W aαO
a ⊃
√
2mD(O
a +Oa∗)Dac , (15)
which delivers
LOaq˜q˜ =− 2gsmDT axy
∑
q˜L,q˜R
(q˜∗Lxiq˜Lyi − u˜∗Rxiu˜Ryi − d˜∗Rxid˜Ryi)
(
cos(
φB˜
2
)Oa1 + sin(
φB˜
2
)Oa2
)
=− 2gsmDT axy
(
cos(
φB˜
2
)Oa1 + sin(
φB˜
2
)Oa2
)
(16)
×
3∑
i=1
6∑
j,k=1
[(
Z∗ijZik − Z∗i+3 jZi+3 k
)
U˜∗jxU˜ky +
(
W ∗ijWik −W ∗i+3 jWi+3 k
)
D˜∗jxD˜ky
]
11
after switching to the mass eigenstate basis where
u˜Li =ZijU˜j, u˜Ri = Zi+3 jU˜j ,
d˜Li =WijD˜j, d˜Ri = Wi+3 jU˜j. (17)
The decay rate is then given by
ΓO1→U˜jU˜k =
αSm
2
D
M2O1
cos2(
φB˜
2
)|p1jk||Z∗ijZik − Z∗i+3jZi+3k|2 (18)
ΓO2→U˜jU˜k =
αSm
2
D
M2O2
sin2(
φB˜
2
)|p2jk||Z∗ijZik − Z∗i+3jZi+3k|2 , (19)
where
pijk ≡ 1
2MOi
√
(M2Oi −m2U˜j −m
2
U˜k
)2 − 4m2
U˜j
m2
U˜k
(20)
and similarly for the down squarks. When φB˜ = 0 only O1 can decay to squarks, since
the coupling to O2 vanishes.
Sgluons decaying to gluons
Although there is no tree-level coupling of the sgluons to gluons, loops involving the
squarks via the D-term coupling yield
L ⊃ 2g
3
s
16pi2
[
mD
M2O1
λg1 cos(
φB˜
2
)Oa1 +
mD
M2O2
λg2 sin(
φB˜
2
)Oa2
]
dabcF bµνF
c µν . (21)
where
λgi ≡
3∑
j=1
6∑
k=1
(
Z∗jkZjk − Z∗j+3 kZj+3 k
)
(τUikf(τ
U
ik)− 1)
+
3∑
j=1
6∑
k=1
(
W ∗jkWjk −W ∗j+3 kWj+3 k
)
(τDikf(τ
D
ik )− 1) (22)
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and
τUik ≡
4m2
U˜k
M2Oi
, τDik ≡
4m2
D˜k
M2Oi
f(τ) ≡

(sin−1(1/
√
τ))2 τ ≥ 1
−1
4
[
ln 1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ − ipi
]2
τ < 1
. (23)
These expressions generalise those of [24, 26]; in particular, they treat the sgluons as
two sets of real scalars rather than one complex scalar.
If we neglect mixing between ‘left’ and ‘right’ squarks we can write
λgi =
∑
q˜
(
τiq˜Lf(τiq˜L)− τiq˜Rf(τiq˜R)
)
. (24)
We observe that in the limit of degenerate masses for the ‘left’ and ‘right’ squarks, the
decay rate diminishes. Finally, the widths for the sgluons are given by
Γ(O1 → gg) = 5α
3
s
192pi2
m2D3
MO1
cos2(
φB˜
2
)|λg1|2, Γ(O2 → gg) =
5α3s
192pi2
m2D3
MO2
sin2(
φB˜
2
)|λg2|2.
Sgluons decaying to tops
The final conventional coupling of the sgluons is that to quark-antiquark pairs, which is
again generated at one loop. However, these decays are suppressed by the quark masses,
so the only substantial decay channel is to top quarks. In this case, for simplicity we
shall neglect left-right squark mixing (a very good approximation in Dirac gaugino
models, and exact in models preserving R-symmetry) and take φO = 0 (i.e. we shall
assume no CP violation in the sgluon-gluino sector or that both the BO and mD are
generated by the same process, such as in gauge-mediation).
There are two triangle loop integrals that contribute to this coupling, one with two
gluinos and one squark and the other with two squarks and one gluino. The sgluon O1
receives contribution from both diagrams, while O2 can decay only via the 2 gluinos -
1 squark loop. The contribution of the loop diagram is proportional to the mass of the
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two quarks, so top quarks receive the biggest contribution. We can parametrise the
couplings in the effective Lagrangian as
L ⊃c1ttt¯O1t+ c2ttit¯O2γ5t. (25)
Then the decay rate of Oi to two top quarks is
Γ(O1 → tt) = |c1tt|
2
16pi
MO1
(
1− 4m
2
t
M2O1
) 3
2
, Γ(O2 → tt) = |c2tt|
2
16pi
MO2
√
1− 4m
2
t
M2O2
(26)
We find, similar to [24,26] that
c1tt =
3g3s
16pi2
mDmtIS, c2tt =
3g3s
16pi2
mDmtIP (27)
where
IP = V
L
3iC0LV
L†
i3 − V R3iC0RV R†i3 . (28)
The decay rate of O2 to two top quarks is thus
ΓO2→tt =
9α3s
64pi2
m2Dm
2
tMO2
√
1− 4m
2
t
M2O2
I2P (29)
with V L,R3i = U
uL,R †
3j Z
L,R
ji being the flavour rotation matrix (Uij is the quark and Zij
the squark diagonalizing matrix) and C0L,R[m
2
t ,M
2
O2
,m2t ;m
2
u˜L,Ri
,m2D,m
2
D] the usual P.-
V. functions. We have
IS = V
L
3i I
L
SV
L†
i3 − V R3i IRS V R†i3 (30)
with
IL,RS =
1
9(M2O1 − 4m2t )
×
[
(2m2D + 2m
2
t − 2m2u˜L,Ri )C0(m
2
t ,M
2
O1
,m2t ;m
2
D,m
2
u˜L,Ri
,m2
u˜L,Ri
)
(18m2D − 9M2O1 + 18m2t − 18m2u˜L,Ri )C0(m
2
t ,M
2
O1
,m2t ;m
2
u˜L,Ri
,m2D,m
2
D) (31)
+ 18B0(m
2
t ;m
2
u˜L,Ri
,m2D)− 2B0(m2t ;m2D,m2u˜L,Ri )− 18B0(M
2
O1
;m2D,m
2
D)
+ 2B0(M
2
O1
;m2
u˜L,Ri
,m2
u˜L,Ri
)
]
.
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Here we are using the following definitions of the Pessarino-Veltman functions:
B0(p
2,m21,m
2
2) ≡− 16pi2i
∫
ddq
(2pi)4−2
1
(q2 −m21)
1
(q − p)2 −m22
(32)
C0(k
2
1, (k1 − k2)2, k22;m21,m22,m23) ≡
1
ipi2
∫
d4q
1
q2 −m21
1
(q + k1)2 −m22
1
(q + k2)2 −m23
where our definition for C0 differs by permutation of the momenta and masses compared
to those used in the comparable expressions in [24]; the above agrees with both that
reference and [26].
Hence the decay of O1 is
ΓO1→tt =
9α3s
64pi2
m2Dm
2
t
MO1
√
1− 4m
2
t
M2O1
(M2O1 − 4m2t )I2S. (33)
Just as in the decay to gluons, this both decay rates vanish in the limit of degenerate
‘left’ and ‘right’ squarks.
3.2 Novel sgluon decays in the effective theory of sgluons,
gluinos and gravitinos
As we have mentioned above, if the scale of SUSY breaking lies in the multiTeV range,
the presence of a light gravitino opens up the novel decay of a sgluon to two gravitinos
and a gluon (O → GGg). This process is described by the effective OGGg coupling
that is contained in the Dirac mass operator (2) and via the intermediate production
of a gluino and a gravitino (O → Gg˜ → GGg). The explicit expression of the effective
coupling is
LOGGg = mD
f
∂µ(GσνG)GaµνO
a
1 +
mD
2f
µνρλ∂ρ(GσλG)G
a
µνO
a
2 , (34)
where G is the true goldstino and Gaµν is the gluon field strength. The relevant terms of
the second process (O → Gg˜ → GGg) involving a purely Dirac gluino (MO = M3 = 0)
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can be extracted from appendix A:
L ⊃
(
mD√
2f
GσµνχaGaµν +
i√
2f
M2O2O
a
2Gχ
a − 1√
2f
(M2O1 − 2m2D)Oa1Gχa + h.c.
)
+
imD√
2f
∂µO1(Gσ
µλ− λσµG) + mD√
2f
∂µO2(λσ
µG+Gσµλ) . (35)
If the octet scalar is heavier than the gluino, then it will decay to gluino plus gravitino
with width
Γ(Oi → g˜G) =
(M2Oi −m2D)4
32pif 2M3Oi
. (36)
With the current bounds on the gluino mass this means looking for rather heavy
sgluons, which will have rather low production rates. Instead we shall consider the
lower mass regime, where the sgluon is lighter than the gluino. If we integrate out the
gluino, we find that the two contributions from eq. (34) and (35) cancel each other out
at leading order in the momentum (the leading operator then being a higher-derivative
one) which could be seen by starting from a non-linear scalar superfield. The decay
width is then
Γ(Oi → GGg) =
m2DM
7
Oi
15360pi3f 4
g(y) , (37)
where y ≡ M
2
Oi
m2D
and
g(y) ≡ 60 (3− y) (1− y)
3 log (1− y)
y5
+
6y4 − 155y3 + 480y2 − 510y + 180
y4
=
2
7
y2 +
3
14
y3 +
1
7
y4 + ...
g(1) = 1 . (38)
The decay rate is suppressed by eight powers of the SUSY breaking scale and thus it
might be expected to be small. However, as we saw above, if the light sgluon is lighter
than the gluino, the decay to GGg competes only with a one-loop decay to a pair of
quarks. Furthermore, this one-loop suppressed decay diminishes in the limit of heavy
gluinos, heavy squarks and degenerate left-right squarks.
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Figure 1: The dependence of the branching ratio of the decay of a light sgluon to two
gravitinos and a gluon on the SUSY breaking scale (left plot) and the mass of the light
sgluon (right plot). Full lines are drawn for δm˜ = MZ = 90 GeV and dotted lines for
δm˜ = 180 GeV. Also, we have taken mg˜ = 1.7 TeV and mq˜ = 1.5 TeV. Left plot: (Blue,
Red, Green, Orange): MO2 = (0.8 TeV, 1 TeV, 1.2 TeV, 1.4 TeV). Right plot: (Blue,
Red, Green, Orange):
√
f = (3 TeV, 4 TeV, 5 TeV, 6 TeV).
In the limit mD,mq˜L ,mq˜R  mt,MO2 , we can obtain an analytic comparison of
the two decay channels. Neglecting flavour mixing between squarks, we obtain the
approximation (for mt˜L,R 6= mD)
IP =
m2D −m2t˜R −m2t˜R ln(
m2D
m2
t˜R
)
(m2D −m2t˜R)2
− (R→ L) . (39)
Taking m2
t˜
= m2
t˜L
= m2
t˜R
− δm˜2, the above expression at first order in δm˜2
m2
t˜
becomes
IP ' δm˜
2
m4
t˜
(1 + x)(−1 + x− lnx)
(x− 1)3 , (40)
where x = m2D/m
2
t˜
. The ratio of the decay rates in this limit is
ΓO2→tt
ΓO2→GGg
= 7560piα3S
m2t δm˜
4f 4
y2m8
t˜
M6O2
√
1− 4m
2
t
M2O2
(−1 + x2 − (1 + x) lnx)2
(x− 1)6 . (41)
In figure 1 (now without approximations, and loop functions evaluated using LoopTools
[65]) we observe that, depending on the splitting between the squark masses, we can
have large Br(O2 → GGg) even for a relatively high SUSY breaking scale. For example,
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if we make the assumption that the squark masses are split only by the electroweak
contributions δm˜2 'M2Z , then Br(O2 → GGg) > Br(O2 → tt) for a 1 TeV sgluon for a
SUSY breaking scale as high as ' 6.5 TeV. Also, as long as the gluinos and the squarks
are heavier than the sgluon, changing their mass barely affects the above results.
3.3 Monojet events
The above analysis suggests that in the interesting scenario of a sgluon that is lighter
than the squarks and the gluinos, its decay to two gravitinos and a gluon will domi-
nate over the conventional decay to two top quarks, even for a relatively high SUSY-
breaking scale. As a consequence, both the phenomenology of a light sgluon and the
phenomenology of light gravitino production will be modified.
Phenomenological studies of a light sgluon have mainly focused on signals with two
jets and tops (from single sgluon production) and four or more jets and tops (from
sgluon pair production). If the SUSY breaking scale is low enough then a light sgluon
will produce predominantly monojets (from single sgluon production) and di/trijets
(from sgluon pair production), drastically modifying the sgluon phenomenology.
If these processes are comparable to the conventional ones of gravitino production,
the phenomenology of a light gravitino will also be modified. In particular, monojet
events will be produced both by gravitino/gluino associated production and by single
sgluon production. Also, dijet events will be produced both by gravitino pair produc-
tion and by sgluon pair production.
To illustrate the possibility of observing gravitino events from the octet scalars at
the LHC, we implemented the model in Feynrules [66, 67] and MadGraph [68]. We
also used the CalcHEP [69] output from Feynrules to verify analytical expressions for
the widths. We then plotted the cross-sections for monojet – only involving the gluon
couplings, not the quark couplings which do not interfere5 – plus gravitinos production
from proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV for several scenarios in figure 2. Note that in
5Events involving the quark couplings to goldstini do not interfere with the events via the gluon
couplings, and also do not change compared to the Majorana case – we therefore excluded these events
in order to show the contrast.
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Figure 2: Cross-sections at LHC13 for goldstino events when one octet scalar is light as
a function of the octet scalar mass, with the total double octet production cross-section
given as reference (labelled p p → O O). Events where two sgluons are produced
and at least one decays to goldstinos (as opposed to two jets) are labelled O1 →
jGG and O2 → jGG.
√
f = 7.5 TeV was chosen since then mq˜ ∼ mg˜ ∼ 0.2
√
f ∼
1.5 TeV, with the squark masses varying from a common SUSY-breaking mass as√
m2q˜ ± 12M2Z ,
√
m2q˜ ± 2M2Z as discussed the text (i.e. δm2 = M2Z , (2MZ)2). Monojet
events are labelled p p → j G G; for these, two different, lower, values of √f are
shown, and the spectrum of other sparticles has the first two generations of squarks
and the right-handed squarks of the third generation at 2 TeV, with left-handed third-
generation squarks at 755 GeV. In all cases the gluino mass was fixed at 1500 GeV.
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this scenario it is impossible to separate the gluino-mediated events from the sgluon
ones (there are many diagrams in the process which do not involve the octet scalar
at all). Hence we also require the (Dirac) gluino partial widths, which can be rather
large:
Γ(g˜ → gG) = m
5
D
32pif 2
Γ(g˜ → OiG) =
(m3D −m2Oi)4
64pim3D3f
2
Γ(g˜ → q˜∗i qi/q˜iqi) =
αs
2
(m2D +m
2
qi
−m2q˜i)
√
(m2D −m2qi −m2q˜i)2 − 4m2qim2q˜i
4m3D
. (42)
In the final line, we have shown the decays of a gluino to a quark/squark of one
generation and chirality.
From figure 2 we conclude that the bounds on the sgluon O2 in particular may
be dramatically weakend in scenarios of low-scale supersymmetry breaking, since the
branching ratio to a gravitino may be large. Since the mass of this state (assuming
CP conservation) is m2O − BO it is easily conceivable that this state is light if the
conventional and B-type masses are of similar magnitude. However, this conclusion is
strongly dependent on the mass-splitting between the squarks. On the other hand, if
there is large splitting between the squarks, in particular if stops are light, then the
coupling of O1 to gluons from equation (21) can be large. In this case, a significant
number of monojet events could be observed. We see from the figure that increasing
the mass of O1 toward the mass of the gluino increases the number of events by a
factor of a few. One point to note is that for the same parameters (gluino mass, squark
masses) we obtain cross-sections for monojets in the Majorana gaugino case of 44fb and
282fb for
√
f = 2, 1.5 TeV respectively, which are substantially larger than those we
observe here – indicating that in the Dirac case, as we expect, the bounds are weaker.
However, since the sgluon is light the kinematics of the events should be different in
the Dirac case which could potentially aid discovery; we leave investigation of this to
future work.
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4 Gluino decay to gravitinos and Fake Split SUSY
So far we have discussed the phenomenology of Dirac gluinos, sgluons and graviti-
nos within the context of low-scale SUSY breaking. However, the interaction between
gluinos and gravitinos has important consequences in more conventional models of
SUSY breaking, too. In particular, if the gluino is heavier than the gravitino, it can
decay directly to gravitinos and quarks or gluons as an alternative to other super-
symmetric decays. The corresponding branching ratio can be significant in split-type
models where the squarks are much heavier than the gluinos. Furthermore, in a general
treatment of gaugino masses, such as in Fake Split SUSY [61,62], gluinos can have both
a Majorana and a Dirac type mass while the coupling to the gravitino will be modified
with respect to the pure Majorana case.
In particular, after rotating from the basis (λa3, χ
a
O) to the mass eigenstate basis
λ3 = R11g˜1 + R12g˜2, χO = R21g˜1 + R22g˜2, the coupling of the gluinos to a gluon and a
goldstino becomes
1√
2f
(M3λ
a
3+mD3χ
a
O)σ
µνGGaµν+h.c.→ R11
mg˜1√
2f
g˜a1σ
µνGGaµν+R12
mg˜2√
2f
g˜a2σ
µνGGaµν+h.c.
where the two gluino masses mg˜i are expressed in terms of (MO,mD3,M3) and MO
is the adjoint fermion mass, see eq. (A-9). The effective coupling of the gluinos to
two quarks and a goldstino is obtained after integrating out the heavy squarks in the
following terms
L ⊃ −m
2
q˜
f
q˜∗qG−
√
2gsq˜
∗qλ = −m
2
q˜
f
q˜∗qG−
√
2gsR11q˜
∗qg˜1 −
√
2gsR12q˜
∗qg˜2 (43)
to obtain
L ⊃−
√
2gs
f
R11qG qg˜1 −
√
2gs
f
R12qG qg˜2 + h.c. (44)
In fact, even if we include left-right mixing among the squarks (which, unlike in Split
SUSY, may be significant in Fake Split SUSY) the result is that in the leading order in
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f−1, the goldstino couplings are given by, in Dirac notation now where Λak ≡
 g˜ak
g˜
a
k
,
L ⊃−
√
2gs
f
T aij
[
R1k(qLiG)(Λ
a
kqLj)−R∗1k(qRiG)(ΛakqRj) + h.c.
]
(45)
i.e. the decays to left- and right-handed components of the quarks are independent.
We can now consider the decays of the gluino in different scenarios. The general
expressions of the decay widths to gluons and to a flavour j of light quarks (i.e. ignoring
the top, which will have a further suppressed width due to reduced phase space) is given
by
Γ(g˜i → gG) =|R1i|2
m5g˜i
16pif 2
,
Γ(g˜i → qjqjG) =|R1i|2
g2sm
5
g˜i
1536pi3f 2
, (46)
where we have summed over the two chiralities of the quark j. In the case of a purely
Majorana gluino where R12 = 0, R11 = 1, we recover the standard expressions [70]. For
a purely Dirac gluino, R11 =
1√
2
, R12 = − i√2 and since the gluino can be thought of as
two Majorana fermions with identical masses g˜Dirac =
1√
2
g˜1 +
i√
2
g˜2, the result is that
Dirac rates are one half of the rates in the Majorana case. This is seen because the
gluino only couples through χO. We have
Γ(g˜Dirac → gG) = m
5
D3
32pif 2
,
Γ(g˜Dirac → qjqjG) =
g2sm
5
D3
3072pi3f 2
. (47)
Finally, a particular case of interest is Fake Split Supersymmetry [61, 62], where
M3  mD, MO ∼ m
2
D
M3
. In this scenario, the lightest gluino eignenstate is mostly χO
with small mixing between the two eigenstates given by R11 ≡ ε ∼ mDM3  1. This then
suppresses the couplings to the gravitino yields
Γ(g˜1 → gG) = |ε|2
m5g˜1
16pif 2
, Γ(g˜1 → qjqjG) = |ε|2
g2sm
5
g˜1
1536pi3f 2
, (48)
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so that the corresponding lifetimes are longer than the standard ones of Split Super-
symmetry; for large values of M3 this could be a problem cosmologically [62].
We comment here that in the above analysis we have neglected the contribution from
integrating out the octet scalar, which also couples to gluons and quarks (as discussed
in section 3). However, these couplings are suppressed by a loop factor in addition to
the ratio mD/m
2
q˜ (for the gluons) or mDmt/m
2
q˜ (for quarks) and are negligible relative
to the tree-level ones above.
In summary, in Fake Split SUSY the decays of the gluino to a gravitino are para-
metrically suppressed relative to the Split SUSY case, something that is not a priori
obvious, and which has consequences for how heavy the supersymmetry breaking scale
can be.
5 Conclusions
Motivated by the improvement that both low-scale SUSY breaking and Dirac gauginos
bring to the naturalness problem as well as the indication that Dirac gaugino masses
are actually necessary for low-scale SUSY scenarios, we studied the structure and
the phenomenological implications of interactions between an ultralight gravitino and
MSSM with Dirac gauginos.
By use of an effective field theory approach, we constructed the general expression
of the couplings between the goldstino and the adjoint multiplets, extending earlier
constructions for Majorana gauginos.
We then examined the phenomenological implications of these couplings. In agree-
ment with earlier studies of generic goldstino couplings to matter, we showed that,
in contrast to naive expectations, the new physical couplings do not include a cou-
pling between two goldstinos and an electroweak gauge boson so that the Z-boson and
photon coupling to goldstinos is not modified.
On the other hand, the decay pattern of the sgluon is modified. In particular, the
lighter of the two sgluon eigenstates can also decay to a gluon and two goldstinos.
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Since for a light enough sgluon the decay to two gluinos is kinematically forbidden,
this novel process competes only with a loop-induced decay to two top quarks, leading
to a significant modification of the decay pattern of the sgluon even for relatively high
values of the SUSY breaking scale. Furthermore, since sgluons are dominantly pair
produced, the latter process leads to the usual four-tops experimental signature while
the former process to decays to two or three jets plus missing energy, which may be
experimentally challenging – i.e. in low-scale SUSY-breaking scenarios the sgluon may
be even lighter than the presently weak bounds suggest. To illustrate the importance of
these channels we computed the branching fractions of the sgluons for various scenarios
and also computed the cross-section for such events at LHC13. In addition, in contrast
to previous analyses of sgluons, we treated them as two sets of real scalars (since in
Dirac gaugino models they are always split as such) rather than one complex scalar.
The octet scalar may be produced individually through gluon fusion. If it sub-
sequently decays to two gravitinos and a gluon then this may contribute to monojet
signatures. However, we showed that in these scenarios the octet scalar and gaugino-
mediated events leading to a monojet mutually interfere: if we completely integrate
out the gluino, then, in fact, this decay channel will no longer be present. To illustrate
the potential for discovery of such events at LHC13, we computed the cross-sections
for two scenarios with low SUSY-breaking scale and light stops. In fact, there is a
certain tension between increasing the sgluon production rate through gluon fusion
and ensuring that gluons are not the dominant decay channel; however, we find that
despite this, light octets can contribute a significant number of events.
Finally, we examined how the gluino decay rate changes in the presence of light
gravitinos, in the context of Split SUSY and Fake Split SUSY, where the squark masses
are very high. The decay rates differ by a factor of two between a pure Majorana and
a Dirac gluino, while the decay rate of the fake gluino in the Fake Split SUSY case
leads to lifetimes parametrically larger than the standard Split SUSY case.
Clearly the phenomenological analyses described in this paper are just a first step,
and we have merely illustrated the possibilities. We have already emphasised that it is
now important to revisit existing constraints on low-energy supersymmetry-breaking
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scenarios with squarks and gauginos in the spectrum in terms of Dirac gauginos. We
expect the bounds on the supersymmetry-breaking scale to be weaker in this case.
However, we are also proposing that an alternative simplified analysis would retain
only the gluino and the sgluon, and we have provided all of the theoretical background
to do this.
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6 Appendix
A Details of the effective action
Dirac gauginos are incorporated in the MSSM by adding to the field content one chiral
superfield in the adjoint representation for every gauge group. The Lagrangian un-
der study consists of the Nonlinear MSSM Lagrangian [9] extended by operators that
involve these new superfields.
L = LXMSSM + LDG . (A-1)
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It consists of
LXMSSM =
∑
Φ
∫
d4θ
(
1− m
2
Φ
f 2
X†X
)
Φ† eVΦ Φ +X†X
+
{∫
d2θ
[(
µ+
B
f
X
)
H1 ·H2 +
(
yu +
Au
f
X
)
H2 ·QU c +
(
yd +
Ad
f
X
)
QDc ·H1
+
(
ye +
Ae
f
X
)
LEc ·H1 +
∑
i
(
1
4
+
Mi
2f
X
)
[WαaW aα ]i + fX
]
+ h.c.
}
, (A-2)
where Φ : H1, H2, Q,D
c, U c, Ec, L, Wαi=Y,w,c is the field strength superfield for the hy-
percharge, the SU(2) and the SU(3) gauge fields respectively (e.g. Ww = gwW
a
wσ
a)
and VH1,H2 = gwV
i
wσ
i ∓ gY VY . In the last line above, we have already taken the trace
in the field strength superfields. Also,
LDG =
∫
d4θ
(
1− m
2
Σi
f 2
X†X
)
2 Tr[Σ†ie
ViΣie
−Vi ] (A-3)
+
{∫
d2θ
[(
κS +
AS
f
X
)
SH1 ·H2 + 2
(
κT +
AT
f
X
)
H1 · −→T H2
+
1
2
(
MΣi +
Bi
f
X
)
[ΣaΣa]i − D
2
Dα(X†X)
4
√
2f 2
mDi [W
a
αΣ
a]i
]
+ h.c.
}
where Vi = gY VY , gwV
i
wσ
i, gcV
a
c λ
a and Σi = S,
−→
T , O are respectively the singlet
superfield, the SU(2)-triplet superfield
−→
T = T iσi/2 and the SU(3) octet O = Oaλa/2,
where σ1,2,3 and λ1,...,8 are the Pauli and Gell-Mann matrices. As before, in the last line
above, we have already taken the trace in the field strength and the adjoint superfields.
The symmetries of the theory allow for a linear superpotential term m2 S as well as
cubic interactions between the adjoint superfields, however in the present study we
choose to neglect them.
The component expansion of (A-2) is given in [9]. For completeness, we present the
component expansion of certain parts that are of interest to this sudy. We have∫
d4θ X†X = |∂µx|2 + F †XFX +
( i
2
ψX σ
µ∂µψX + h.c.
)
, (A-4)
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∫
d4θ
(
1− m
2
j
f 2
X†X
)
H†j e
VjHj =
= |Dµ hj|2 + F †j Fj + h†j
Dj
2
hj +
( i
2
ψjσ
µDµψj − 1√
2
h†jλj ψj + h.c.
)
− m
2
j
f 2
{
|x|2
[
|Dµ hj|2 + F †j Fj + h†j
Dj
2
hj +
( i
2
ψjσ
µDµψj − 1√
2
h†jλj ψj + h.c.
)]
+
1
2
h†j (Dµ +
←−D µ)hj∂µ|x|2 + ψXψj ψXψj −
1
2
[x† (∂µ −←−∂ µ)x] [h†j(Dµ −
←−D µ)hj]
+
[
− i
2
x†ψXσµψj(Dµ −
←−D µ)hj − 1√
2
x†ψXh
†
jλj hj − x†ψXF †j ψj + x†FX F †j hj
+
i
2
(ψXσ
µ ψX)(h
†
jDµ hj) +
i
2
(x†∂µx)(ψj σ
µ ψj) +
i
2
ψX σ
µ(∂µ −←−∂ µ)x(h†jψj)
− ψX FX ψj hj + h.c.
]
+
[
|∂µx|2 + F †XFX +
( i
2
ψX σ
µ∂µψX + h.c.
)]
|hj|2
}
, (A-5)
where j = 1, 2 and Dµhj = (∂µ + i2V µj )hj and h†j
←−D µ = (Dµhj)† = h†j(
←−
∂ µ − i
2
V µj ).
The other Kahler operators are easily obtained upon appropriate substitution of the
matter and gauge fields. For the adjoint superfields we need to take into account that
for generic adjoint field φ,
Vµφ→ [Vµ, φ]; φ†Vµ → [φ†, Vµ], same for λ and D , (A-6)
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for example,∫
d4θ
(
1− m
2
O
f 2
X†X
)
2tr(O†eV Oe−V ) =
=|DµOa|2 + F †OFO + tr(O[D3, O]) +
( i
2
χaOσ
µDµχaO −
1√
2
2tr(O[g˜, χO]) + h.c.
)
−m
2
O
f 2
{
|x|2
[
|DµOa|2 + F †OFO + tr(O[D3, O]) +
( i
2
χaOσ
µDµχaO −
1√
2
O
a
g˜a χaO + h.c.
)]
+
1
2
O
a
(Dµ +←−D µ)Oa∂µ|x|2 + ψXχaO ψXχaO −
1
2
[x† (∂µ −←−∂ µ)x] [Oa(Dµ −←−D µ)Oa]
+
[
− i
2
x†ψXσµχaO(Dµ −
←−D µ)Oa − 1√
2
x†ψXO
a
g˜aOa − x†ψXF †OχaO + x†FX F †OOa
+
i
2
(ψXσ
µ ψX)(O
aDµOa) + i
2
(x†∂µx)(χaO σ
µ χaO) +
i
2
ψX σ
µ(∂µ −←−∂ µ)x(OaχaO)
−ψX FX χaO Oa + h.c.
]
+
[
|∂µx|2 + F †XFX +
( i
2
ψX σ
µ∂µψX + h.c.
)]
|Oa|2
}
,
(A-7)
Also,
∫
d2θ
[(
1
4
+
Mi
2f
X
)
[WαaW aα ]i −
D
2
Dα(X†X)
4
√
2f 2
mDi [W
a
αΣ
a]i
]
+ h.c. =
=
[
− 1
4
F aµνF
µν a + iλaσµ(∆µλ)
a +
DaDa
2
]
i
+
Mi
2f
[
x
(
−1
2
F µν aF aµν + 2iλ
aσµ(∆µλ)
a +DaDa − i
4
µνρσF aµνF
a
ρσ
)
+
√
2λaσµνψXF
a
µν −
√
2ψXλ
aDa + FXλ
aλa + h.c.
]
i
− mDi√
2f 2
[
−
√
2F †XψXλ
aF a +DaF †XψXχ
a −
√
2iF †XψXσ
µ(∆µλ)
asa − F †XψXσµνF aµνχa
+
√
2|FX |2λaχa − 2|FX |2Dasa −
√
2iχaσµ∂µ(ψXψX)λ
a − i∂µ(ψXσµψX)Dasa
+i∂ρ(ψXσ
µνσρψX)F
a
µνs
a +
√
2i∂µ(ψXσ
µFX)λ
asa −
√
2i∂µψXσ
µψXλ
aχa
+2i∂µψXσ
µψXD
asa + h.c.
]
i
(A-8)
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where si is the scalar field in Σi, (∆µλ)
a = ∂µλ
a − gtabcV bµλ
c
and F aµν = ∂µV
a
ν −
∂νV
a
µ − gtabcV bµV cν (for the hypercharge we have the abelian expressions - for the SU(2)
gauge group, tabc = abc). Notice that the “Dirac gaugino” operator does not contain
2-goldstino couplings coming from sgoldstino exchange. Finally,
∫
d2θ
[(
κS+
AS
f
X
)
SH1 ·H2 + 2
(
κT +
AT
f
X
)
H1 ·−→T H2 + 1
2
(
MΣi+
Bi
f
X
)
[ΣaΣa]i
]
+h.c.
= (kS +
AS
f
x)
[
s(h1 ·F2 + F1 ·h2 − ψ1 ·ψ2)− χS(ψ1 ·h2 + h1 ·ψ2) + FSh1 ·h2
]
+ (kT +
AT
f
x)
[
h1 ·(F iTσih2 + siTσiF2 − χiTσiψ2)− ψ1 ·(χiTσih2 + siTσiψ2) + F1 ·siTσih2
]
+ (MS +
BS
f
x)
(
FSs− 1
2
χSχS
)
+ (MT +
BT
f
x)
(
F iT s
i
T −
1
2
χiTχ
i
T
)
+(MO +
BO
f
x)
(
F aOO
a − 1
2
χaOχ
a
O
)
+
FX
f
[
ASsh1 ·h2 + ATh1 ·siTσih2 +
Bi
2
(sasa)i
]
−ψX
f
[
AS(χSh1 ·h2 + sψ1 ·h2 + sh1 ·ψ2) + AT (ψ1 ·saTσah2 + h1 ·χaTσah2 + h1 ·saTσaψ2)
+Bi(χ
asa)i
]
+ h.c. (A-9)
The terms that couple a sgluon to a gluino and a goldstino (including terms after
integrating out the auxiliary fields) are given by
LOg˜G = −BO
f
OaψXχ
a
O −
m2O
f
OaχaOψX −
m2D3
f
(Oa +Oa∗)ψXχaO
+
mD3MO
f
Oa∗ψXλac +
mD3M3
f
(Oa +Oa∗)ψXλac −
mD3
f
iψXσ
µ(∆µλc)
aOa + h.c. ,
while the coupling of a sgluon to a gluon and two goldstinos is
LOgGG = − mD3√
2f 2
i∂ρ(ψXσ
µνσρψX)G
a
µνO
a + h.c. (A-10)
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B Goldstino - neutralino mixing
The minimum of the scalar potential of the CP-even neutral fields is given by
V = F 2S + F
2
T + F
2
1 + F
2
2 +
D21
2
+
D22
2
+ Vsoft (B-1)
where
FS = −kS v1v2
2
−MS vS√
2
FT = kT
v1v2
2
−MT vT√
2
F1 = −(µ+ kS vS√
2
− kT vT√
2
)
v2√
2
F2 = (µ+ kS
vS√
2
− kT vT√
2
)
v1√
2
D1 =
g1
4
(v21 − v22)− 2mD1vS
D2 = −g2
4
(v21 − v22)− 2mD2vT (B-2)
and
Vsoft = m
2
1
v21
2
+m22
v22
2
+Bv1v2 +m
2
S
v2S
2
+BS
v2S
2
+m2T
v2T
2
+BT
v2T
2
+ASvS
v1v2√
2
−ATvT v1v2√
2
(B-3)
The minimisation conditions ∂V/∂vI = 0 , I = 1, 2, S, T are used to express four
parameters in terms of the others and will be used in the following. Also, the Dirac mass
operator and electroweak symmetry breaking modify the kinetic terms, introducing
mixing between the goldstino and the gauginos. In particular
Lk = iλY σµ∂µλY + iλ3wσµ∂µλ
3
w
+i
(
1− m
2
1v
2
1
2f 2
− m
2
2v
2
2
2f 2
+
2vSmD1D1
f 2
+
2vTmD2D2
f 2
)
ψXσ
µ∂µψX
−
√
2i
f
[
mD1vS(ψXσ
µ∂µλY + λY σ
µ∂µψX) +mD2v
3
T (ψXσ
µ∂µλ
3
w + λ
3
wσ
µ∂µψX)
]
.
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The kinetic terms are diagonalised by performing the following field redefinitions
λY → λY +
√
2mD1
f
vSψX , λ
3
w → λ3w +
√
2mD2
f
vTψX . (B-4)
followed by a rescaling of the goldstino field
ψX → ψX√
ξ
(B-5)
with
ξ = 1− 1
2f 2
(
12v2Sm
2
D1 + 12v
2
Tm
2
D2 +m
2
1v
2
1 +m
2
2v
2
2 + (g1mD1vS − g2mD2vT )(v22 − v21)
)
.
(B-6)
The 7× 7 neutralino mass matrix is given by
Lneutr = −1
2
MlmΨlΨm + h.c. (B-7)
where Ψ = (ψX ψ
0
1 ψ
0
2 λY λ
3
w χY χ
3
w)
T and Mlm = Mml. The mass mixing terms, after
taking into account the diagonalisation of the kinetic terms, are given by
MψXψX =
2
f 2
[
mD1(M1vSD1 +M1mD1v
2
S +
√
2mD1vSFS) +
M1
4
<D1>
2
+ mD2(M2v
3
TD
3
2 +M2mD2(v
3
T )
2 +
√
2mD2v
3
TF
3
T ) +
M2
4
<D32>
2
− 1
4
√
2
(
m21 <F1> v1 +m
2
2 <F2> v2 +m
2
S <FS> vS +m
2
T <F
3
T> v
3
T
)
+
AS
4
[
vS(v1 <F
0
2> + <F
0
1> v2)+ <FS> v1v2
]
− AT
4
[
v3T (v1 <F
0
2> + <F
0
1> v2)+ <F
3
T> v1v2
]
+
BS
2
√
2
<FS> vS +
BT
2
√
2
<F 3T> v
3
T +
B
2
√
2
(<F 01> v2 + v1<F
0
2>)
]
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MψXψ01=−
1√
2f
(−Bv2 +mD1gY v1vS −mD2gwv1v3T −m21v1)+ v22f (ASvS − ATv3T )
MψXψ02=−
1√
2f
(−Bv1 −mD1gY v2vS +mD2gwv2v3T −m22v2)+ v12f (ASvS − ATv3T )
MψXλY =
1√
2f
(
M1 <D1> +2M1mD1vS +
√
2mD1 <FS>
)
MψXλ3w=
1√
2f
(
M2 <D
3
2> +2M2mD2v
3
T +
√
2mD2 <F
3
T>
)
MψXχY =
1√
2f
(
m2SvS −mD1 <D1> +2m2D1vS +
AS√
2
v1v2 +BSvS
)
MψXχ3w=
1√
2f
(
m2Tv
3
T −mD2 <D32> +2m2D2v3T −
AT√
2
v1v2 +BTv
3
T
)
Mψ01ψ02 = µ+
(κSvS − κTv3T )√
2
,Mψ01λY = −
v1gY
2
,Mψ01λ3w =
v1gw
2
,
Mψ01χY =
κSv2√
2
, ,Mψ01χ3w = −
κTv2√
2
Mψ02λY =
1
2
v2gY , Mψ02λ3w = −
1
2
v2gw , Mψ02χY =
v1κS√
2
, Mψ02χ3w = −
v1κT√
2
MλY λY = (1 +
1
2f 2
(Bv1v2 +m
2
1v
2
1 +m
2
2v
2
2 +m
2
Sv
2
S +m
2
T (v
3
T )
2))M1
Mλ3wλ3w = (1 +
1
2f 2
(Bv1v2 +m
2
1v
2
1 +m
2
2v
2
2 +m
2
Sv
2
S +m
2
T (v
3
T )
2))M2
MλY χY = (1 +
1
f 2
(Bv1v2 +m
2
1v
2
1 +m
2
2v
2
2 +m
2
Sv
2
S +m
2
T (v
3
T )
2))mD1
Mλ3wχ3w = (1 +
1
f 2
(Bv1v2 +m
2
1v
2
1 +m
2
2v
2
2 +m
2
Sv
2
S +m
2
T (v
3
T )
2))mD2
MχY χY = MS , Mχ3wχ3w = MT
MχY χ3w = MχY χ3w = Mλ3wχY = MλY λ3w = MλY χ3w = Mψ02ψ02 = Mψ01ψ01 = 0
The goldstino direction in each fermion is identified by solving the linear system
MlmΨm = 0 . (B-8)
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After simplifying the result by use of the minimisation conditions, we finally obtain at
lowest order in f−1 the simple relations:
ψ1 =
µ˜v2√
2f
G+ ... , ψ2 =
µ˜v1√
2f
G+ ...
λY = −g1(v
2
1 − v22)
4
√
2f
G+ ... , λ3w =
g2(v
2
1 − v22)
4
√
2f
G+ ...
χS =
√
2MSvS + kSv1v2
2f
G+ ... , χ3T =
√
2MTvT − kTv1v2
2f
G+ ... (B-9)
where µ˜ = µ + (kSvS − kTvT )/
√
2 is the modified µ term and G is the true goldstino
(the massless eigenvector of the neutralino mass matrix).
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